
Xraised Interviews Leslie Chapus, Vice
President at Azenco Outdoor

Revolutionizing Outdoor Living Spaces

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, July 16, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- At Xraised, we had the pleasure

of interviewing Leslie Chapus, Vice President at Azenco Outdoor. Azenco Outdoor, known for its

"Made in USA with European design," offers a range of high-quality pergolas, patio covers,

carports, and cabanas. These products are built with artful design, precision engineering, and

superior materials. Azenco's mission is clear: "Because life is better outside, we design and

manufacture innovative products to connect people with their outdoors."

Interview Highlights:

1. Overview of Azenco Outdoor Products and Key Features

Leslie Chapus shared insights into Azenco Outdoor’s specialty in manufacturing high-end,

customized outdoor structures such as pergolas, carports, and cabanas. Crafted primarily from

durable, lightweight aluminum, these products are designed to meet both aesthetic and

functional needs for residential and commercial spaces. Key features include customizable

designs, robust construction, and ease of maintenance, making Azenco’s offerings ideal for

enhancing outdoor living while providing protection and comfort.

2. Innovation in Product Design and Functionality

Innovation is a cornerstone of Azenco Outdoor's success. Their products are distinguished by

features like motorized louvered pergolas, which can be remotely controlled to adjust light and

shade. The use of high-quality, rust-resistant aluminum ensures durability against diverse

weather conditions. Azenco also utilizes 3D modeling and virtual reality in their design process,

allowing customers to visualize the end product in their space before installation. This

technological integration significantly enhances customer satisfaction and minimizes post-

installation changes.

3. Customer Feedback and Success Stories

The response from Azenco Outdoor’s customers has been overwhelmingly positive. Leslie

recounted a success story of a residential client who wanted a custom pergola integrated into

their existing landscape. The team designed a solution that complemented the natural aesthetics
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and enhanced the usability of the outdoor space. The client reported a significant increase in

their enjoyment of their outdoor area and appreciated the added property value. This feedback

is indicative of Azenco's commitment to exceeding client expectations.

4. Growth Journey and Key Milestones

Azenco Outdoor’s growth journey is marked by significant achievements. Since its inception, the

company has expanded from a local manufacturer to a nationally recognized brand in North

America. Key milestones include the expansion of their dealer network, the introduction of

innovative product lines like the adjustable pergola, and successful market penetration in both

residential and commercial sectors. This growth underscores the team’s dedication to quality

and customer service.

5. Commitment to Sustainability

Sustainability is integral to Azenco Outdoor's business strategy. They use recyclable materials,

primarily aluminum, and their manufacturing processes are designed to minimize waste and

energy consumption. Azenco is also exploring the use of eco-friendly materials and technologies

to further reduce their environmental impact. For instance, they are investigating the

incorporation of solar panels into carport designs to provide energy-efficient solutions.

About Xraised

Xraised provides viewers with valuable insights into the latest trends and triumphs in

entrepreneurship, giving a voice to founders driving innovation across the globe. This interview

with Leslie Chapus highlights Azenco Outdoor’s innovative spirit and commitment to quality,

providing an inspiring look into the future of outdoor living spaces.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/728075746
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